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Abstract
Photovoltaic (PV)-integrated flow cells for electrochemical energy conversion and storage
underwent a huge development. The advantages of this type of integrated flow cell system
include the simultaneous storage of solar energy into chemicals that can be readily utilized for
generating electricity. However, most studies overlook the practical challenges arising from the
inherent heat exposure and consequent overheating of the reactor under the sun. This work aims
to predict the temperature profiles across PV-integrated electrochemical flow cells under light
exposure conditions by introducing a computational fluid dynamics–based method.
Furthermore, we discuss the effects of the flow channel block architecture on the temperature
profile to provide insights and guidelines for the effective remedy of overheating.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

In recent years, photovoltaic (PV)-integrated electrochemical
flow cells, such as solar rechargeable redox flow batteries
(SRFBs), have been highlighted as a means of simultaneously
storing solar energy into chemicals, which can be readily
utilized to generate electricity via reversible reactions. In
general, redox flow batteries (RFBs) are characterized by
a low-levelized cost with a long cycle life with fast kinet-
ics. Moreover, its power can be extended without the risk
of fire simply by installing larger electrolyte storage tanks.
Due to these advantages, intensive effort has been directed
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into the development of efficient photoelectrodes and suitable
redox electrolytes for SRFB applications, and some recent
reports have made them promising candidates for renewable
energy storage [1–4].

However, most studies overlook the practical challenges
arising from the inherent thermal degradation of the photo-
electrochemical redox kinetics. Some groups have claimed
that it can be remedied by heat transfer into the electrolyte
[5], but not much insightful in-depth analysis of the thermal
impact on the SRFBs has been shown. Kamat et al demon-
strated a temperature dependency of a photoelectrochemical
cell using a stationary reactor with a TiO2 photoanode for
the O2/OH− redox reaction in 1978 [6]. Since then, only few
meaningful works have used practical flow cell reactors [7–9].
Althoughmost studies have focused on the effects of temperat-
ure changes on the overall electrochemical performance, there
have been only a few reports on the thermal regulation efficacy
of the electrolyte.

As shown in our previous modeling work, the SRFB integ-
rated with a c-Si solar PV system shows a voltage-loss rate
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in the order of ca.100 mV at a peak time of the day due to
thermal recombination, resulting in a severe loss in solar-to-
chemical conversion exceeding 20% compared to the ideal
condition without any thermal loss [10]. Despite positive the-
oretical expectations, the recent dimensional fluidic modeling
work using a model flow cell, which is similar to the state-of-
the-art SRFB demonstrated by Li et al [3], exhibited an over-
heating of the photoelectrode under long-term heat exposure
[11], implying the need of an advanced physical approach for
a feasible thermal regulation of the system.

The working principle of the widely used flow cell archi-
tecture for the SRFB (figures 1(a) and (b)) is that the elec-
trolyte flow, which is placed directly behind the photo device,
absorbs light-induced charge carriers, whereas certain ions are
transported to the counter electrode side via the ion exchange
membrane (i.e., counter ion X in figure 1(c)) to complete the
full redox reactions (i.e., reduction and oxidation) as shown in
figure 1(c). The heat comes from the photo device side, and the
temperature gradient between the outer surface of the device
and electrolyte fluidic channels is the primary driving force of
the heat transfer.

The aim of this paper is to predict the temperature profile
across the redox flow cell integrated with a photo device under
light exposure by introducing computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods using ANSYS FLUENT. Furthermore, we
aim to discuss the impact of the flow cell stack design on
the temperature profiles to provide insights and guidelines
for the development of a flow cell that can effectively rem-
edy the thermal losses caused by the heat transfer to the
electrolyte flow.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model development

Determining the structure and materials of the PV-integrated
electrochemical flow cell is the first step for the theoretical
modeling, and then the operating conditions and environ-
mental considerations are followed. The model flow cell com-
prises a proton exchange membrane, porous carbon felts, a
graphite blockwith flow channels, and a photo devicemounted
on the graphite block (i.e., zero gap design). These compon-
ents are assembled in a stack (figure 1). It is worth noting that
the stack in figure 1 represents the solar charging component
of the dual-cell-based solar-rechargeable electrochemical flow
cell system [12], and the analysis of the flow cell component
for the electricity generation is beyond the scope of this work.

2.2. Model description

The flow field consists of vertically symmetric flow channels
and electrodes (figure 1(a)). The inlet channel of the flow field
acts as the flow path where the electrolyte fluid has a direct
interface with the carbon electrode and graphite block. The
inlet channel is an S-shaped serpentine, and the electrolyte
flow rate is assumed to be uniform across the flow channel.
The plane viewing area of the flow cell unit is 25 cm2 for the

Figure 1. (a) Physical model of the PV-integrated electrochemical
flow cell and (b) the scheme of the flow cell setup showing the main
components of the device. (c) Schematic diagram of the
cross-section of the flow cell configuration illustrating the vertical
heat and charge transfers across the flow cell under the light
exposure and (d) their computational analysis of temperature profile
across the flow cell under 1 sun condition.

expanded model study in figure 1(d). Because the SRFB oper-
ates under sunlight, the photo device side is exposed to the
air; therefore, both convective and radiative heat transfers at
the air/solid boundary will be applied, whereas the conduction
transfer mode occurs between the solid/solid boundaries (e.g.,
PV and carbon blocks).

In general, a 20% efficiency crystalline silicon-based
photo-device (c-Si) produces ca. 35 mA cm−2 under the full
spectrum 1-sun condition [13], and this current flows through
the graphite block, generating heat of j2Rt (j—current dens-
ity, R—resistance, t—time) during the photocharging reac-
tion, that is, the unused absorbed solar energy is transferred in
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the form of heat at the maximum conversion efficiency condi-
tion, and the current-induced heat passes through the graphite
block from the photo device. At the same time, part of the heat
is transferred back to the air side (i.e., heat loss,Qloss) [14]. As
described earlier, this work aims to predict the flow cell’s tem-
perature profile under heat exposure conditions, considering
the heat balance between the transferred heat to the flow cell
and the Qloss for the cases under idle and photocharging con-
ditions. The heat balance approach allows radiative and con-
vective heat fluxes between the components to figure out the
temperature conditions described elsewhere [10, 14]. It is also
worth noting that external exchanges occur between the flow
cell reactor and the air side on top of the reactor. Heat transfer
between external environments other than the top air side has
not been considered.

The CFD simulations are performed using two models
which aim to highlight the effect of three different aspects: (i)
the flow rate of the electrolyte, (ii) the graphite block thick-
nesses, and (iii) the flow channel shape, which is the first
model used is an SRFB with two straight flow channels on
each side of the membrane. The second one comprises two S-
shaped serpentine flow channels with variable graphite thick-
nesses to explore the impact on the larger area.

For the dimensional analysis using CFD studies, we imit-
ate a commercial lab-scale flow cell reactor structure with an
operational area of 25 cm2 (from Redox-flow.com) used in our
laboratory. It is also worth noting that, except for figure 1,
the modeling study only applies to the active area, mean-
ing that the holding structure, such as the end plate, is not
considered as it does not affect the heat transfer. As shown
in figure 1(d), most of the heat is absorbed by the metallic
frame (red-colored), leading to undesired heat transfer from
the photo device to the frame.

2.3. Material parameters of a CFD model

The PV-integrated electrochemical flow cell models con-
sidered for the simulations in this paper consist of generally
used components. The dimensional information used for both
models is listed in table 1. Again, the model is only developed
on the active structure, meaning that the holding structure is
not considered as it does not affect heat transfer.

2.4. Design of CFD boundary conditions

Some assumptions have been made to simplify the model.
For instance, the cross-contamination and diffusion of elec-
trolytes across the porous carbon felt and the membrane are
neglected, and the simulations are based on steady-state and
non-isotherm evolution. The fluid is also considered incom-
pressible and the FLUENT solver considers the Reynolds
number related to the flow of water in the channel, whose
value reflects a turbulent flow (higher than 104) and general
fluidic properties of the electrolyte considered in the chan-
nel are supposed to follow those for the water. Due to the
high Reynolds number and low complex fluidic exchange, the
turbulent model k–ε was selected [18]. Indeed, the simula-
tion aims to analyze the heat exchange in each solid part of

Table 1. Thermal properties and thicknesses of the solar charging
flow cell components used for the modelling works [10, 15–17].

Type of layer

Thermal
conductivity
(W m−1·K) Thickness

Membrane (Nafion
NM 117)

0.67 183 mm

Graphite felt
(Sigratherm GFA5)

0.06 0.2–3 cm

Carbon felt
(SIGRACET® AA)

<0.3 280 mm

Current collector 16 2 mm
TiO2 protective
layer

4.8–11.8 50 nm

Pt catalytic layer 77.8 5 nm
c-Si device 148 150 µm
EVA protection film 0.23 75 nm
Glass cover 1.8 3 mm

the structure. With the fluidic channel structure being sym-
metrical and not complex, the k–ε turbulent model is suit-
able, with good convergence and the required low capacity
calculation [19]. The temperature of the electrolyte in the inlet
flow channel is set to be at the ambient temperature of 20 ◦C.
Indeed, for the recirculation model, the heating of the fluid
is not considered outside the battery. In addition, no effect
from chemical or electrochemical reactions is considered for
the combined fluid-thermal simulations studied in this work.
The fluid flow through the porous carbon felt is also modeled
considering the viscous and inertial resistance determination
using the absolute permeability of the material, such as car-
bon felt from Sigracet [19–21] with the mean pore diameter
of 42–44 µm and a uniform open porosity of 0.89 [21]. To
save the computing time, the meshing is refined in the region
in direct contact with the flow channels (the graphite layer
and the carbon felt layer) as well as near the area, implying
a modification of the thermal transfer due to structural vari-
ation as at each contact point between the different layers.
Indeed, the mesh sizing is reduced from 5 mm to 2.5 mm.
It is based on a hexagonal mesh in the majority and a tet-
ragonal one due to the size element refinement. To ensure
the quality of the meshing, the evaluation was based on the
skewness and the orthogonal quality mesh spectrum equal to
0.009 and 0.98, respectively. It is noteworthy that the optimal
skewness is equal to 0, and the optimal orthogonality is
equal to 1.

The temperature of the SRFB structure is initially assumed
to be at the ambient value of 20 ◦C. A zero heat flux, describ-
ing adiabatic conditions, is set for the walls of the structure,
except for the top face (i.e., the photo device) and the lower
face (i.e., current collector), meaning the heat cannot be trans-
ferred through the lateral faces. The electrolyte flow rate is
varied from 1 to 70 ml min−1 according to previously pub-
lished works [9, 13, 14]. As described elsewhere, the capa-
city and energy density of RFBs are closely related to the
flow rate [22]. Unlike conventional RFBs, the operating char-
acteristics of SRFBs during the charging process differ from
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the well-known RFBs. For instance, solar redox flow cells
with metal oxide photo devices show a quite low photocur-
rent of 1–2 mA cm−2 [23], and the silicon-based flow cell
showed a level of ca. 30 mA cm−2 [1], implying the solar RFB
can operate at flow conditions lower than those required for
typical RFB systems.

The objective of these simulations is to analyze the influ-
ence of the atmosphere, electrolyte temperature, and graphite
thickness on the temperature profile of the solar charging com-
partment of the SRFB using themodel reactor andCFD studies
described earlier. The heat production by the Joule effect cor-
responding to the phenomenon of electricity production in the
c-Si solar PV system is fixed for all the simulations, consid-
ering a photocurrent of 35 mA cm−2 and a surface resistance
of 10 Ω cm2 [13].

3. Results and discussion

To assess the temperature distribution of a PV-integrated RFB
earlier described, two models of graphite blocks with vari-
ous thicknesses (20, 10 and 2 mm) are used. For both mod-
els, upstream simulations have presented that a more efficient
and homogeneous cooling system can be achieved by placing
fluid inlets and outlets on either side of the battery, opposite
to each other, as shown in figure 2. The variation of the tem-
perature is applied on the top of the solar cell, representing the
ambient solar radiation received by the battery and the thermal
heat produced by the internal reaction during the electricity
generation process.

3.1. Model 1: straight flow channel

For all case studies, the surface of the PV cell on the top of the
flow cell is exposed to heated air conditions during the sum-
mer season according to previous theoretical studies [9, 15],
representing the ambient solar radiation received by the solar
charging component during the solar charging process. As
described earlier, Model 1 considers two straight flow chan-
nels on each side of the membrane, illustrated in figure 2.

The first parameter to study the temperature profile change
across the flow cell is the flow rate of the electrolyte at a
fixed thickness of the carbon flow field block. Figure 3 shows
the temperature profile across the solar rechargeable flow cell
comprising 20-mm-thick graphite blocks (20/20 mm each), as
well as with flow channels and solar cells mounted on top
of the upper block performed for a range of flow rates with
the respective thicknesses of 10 mm and 2 mm. It clearly
shows that the flow rates chosen cannot regulate the surface
temperature of the solar charging component for the first two
thicknesses, showing that the overheated outermost layer (PV
cell surface) with the temperature ca. 60 ◦C. Increased flow
rates at 70 ml min−1 had also been simulated as well; how-
ever, no significant change in the upper cell’s temperature
was observed (figure S1; supplementary information). The
overheating of the block is more obvious for the flow rates
below 5 ml min−1. The temperature profile within the electro-
lyte channels also significantly increases, which may lead to

Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of the first model of PV-integrated
redox flow battery considering straight flow channels as an
electrolyte exchange structure.

unwanted redox chemical degradation, precipitation [10, 24,
25], or redox potential shifts as described elsewhere [26, 27].

Figure 3 also depicts two other graphite thicknesses (10mm
and 2mm)with the same flow rate range assessed. The temper-
ature profile of the 10-mm case is quite similar to the 20-mm
case. However, the 2-mm-thick graphite shows an interesting
result that the light-illuminated surface temperature can be reg-
ulated, dragging the PV surface temperature down to ca. 40 ◦C,
implying that the amount of energy stored in the thinned car-
bon block is relatively low and thus can be dissipated by the
fluid more easily. One possible solution to mitigate the above-
described overheating effect is to minimize the graphite thick-
ness. Indeed, the model system with a thick graphite block has
a higher heat energy storage capacity, and thus, the transferred
heat is more difficult to dissipate by the fluidic electrolyte.
Because the thickness of the graphite block and its heat storage
capacity are proportional, a high-temperature profile appears
in the 20-mm block. These relatively high-temperature condi-
tions exert a detrimental effect on the performance degrada-
tion of solar components. The ionic conductivity of the redox
electrolyte can be improved at an elevated temperature [28].
The viscosity of the electrolyte decreases with the temperat-
ure due to lower molecular interactions and an easier mass
transfer [29], but at the same time, shifted redox potential and
cell voltage can lead to decreased power of the system.

Furthermore, the solubility of the redox couples directly
as a function of the temperature. Organic electrolytes, for
example, quinone/hydroquinone redox couple (AQDS) fam-
ilies have limited solubility in aqueous media (less than 1 M
[30]), and this can be increased at an increased temperature
[31]. In the case of irreversible precipitation formation due to
the solubility limit, it will decrease the concentration of the
active substance and impedes the electrolyte flow across the
porous electrode [32].

Another interesting feature is the gradual heating of the
electrolyte fluid inside the channels at low flow rates (e.g.
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Figure 3. Temperature profile for a range of flow rates (1, 2, 5,
20 ml min−1), for different graphite thicknesses of 20 mm, 10 mm,
and 2 mm. The dash line represents the limit glass-covered
photodevice/graphite block interface.

under 2 ml min−1), as shown in figure 4(a). The heat received
and produced by the solar component passes through the dif-
ferent layers of the battery until it comes in contact with
the top electrolyte fluid, where a heat exchange will take
place. This heat will be absorbed by the fluid along the flow
channels, which will increase the temperature of the fluidic
electrolyte. The bottom flow channel reacts similarly, exchan-
ging heat with the top one to compensate for the temperat-
ure increase. However, for flow rates lower than 5 ml min−1,

the fluidic structure will not be able to compensate for this
temperature increase.

In contrast, this result implies that this overheating phe-
nomenon in the flow cell can be exploited in reverse for
heat-driven electrochemical energy storage technologies, such
as thermally regenerative electrochemical cycle (TREC) and
thermoelectrochemical cells (TEC), where the redox potential
gradient at different temperatures is the main driving force for
the operation [33, 34].

3.2. Model 2: serpentine structure channel

In our first set of simulations, the solar redox flow cell’s sens-
itivity to heat exposure was evaluated under two variables, that
is the graphite and the flow rate. However, there are apparent
limitations to practical applications, considering the flowfields
of the existing RFBs. While previous analyses assumed a lin-
ear fluidic channel model, most state-of-the-art SRFBs have
a single passage of a serpentine flow channel. Parallel linear
flow fields are quite common just because they are easy to
manufacture. Although the previous model in figure 3 reflects
the local temperature variation, using two straight flow chan-
nels on each side of the flow cells, figure 4(b) demonstrates
the temperature profiles across the cross-section with a ser-
pentine electrolyte flow channel, covering the whole inter-
face between the graphite blocks. We note that the serpent-
ine structure consists of 24 straight flow channels connected to
each other.

Assuming that the graphite block with a serpentine flow
channel structure has a thickness of 2 mm, as it can be seen in
figure 4(b), using a serpentine structure leads to better results
on the temperature profile with a much lower solar cell and top
block’s temperature compared to the first model. However, this
is not valid for a flow rate lower than 5mlmin−1. Interestingly,
figure 4(b) shows that for a flow rate below 2 ml min−1, the
fluidic electrolyte is not able to cool down the solar cell suffi-
ciently. Moreover, the electrolyte flow channel is also heated
up, leading to the temperature of the local flow channel in the
middle of the blocks up to 60 ◦C. Unlike the previous model,
the fluid exchange energy over a much larger pathway, corres-
ponding to a higher amount of transferred energy from the top
block than the previous model in figure 4(a). For instance, it
heats up more easily for even higher flow rates. In figures 4(b)
and 5, the temperature of the fluid at the end of the channel is
higher than the temperature of the solar cell at that moment.
In the same way, as Ahadi et al demonstrated, the accumu-
lation of energy leads locally to a significant increase in the
temperature being maximum [35].

By taking a closer look at the temperature profile in the
channels, as we did for model 1, it can be seen that an addi-
tionalmechanism takes place for the secondmodel highlighted
in figures 4(b) and 5. The fluid in the bottom flow channel
partly dissipates the energy accumulated in the fluid in the
upper block. Obviously, the temperature of the top fluid is then
cooled downwhen approaching the end of the channel (outlet),
where the inlet of the bottom flow channel is placed. The bot-
tom flow channel is not directly in contact with the top graphite
block; however, especially for a flow rate below 5 ml min−1,
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional view of the 2 mm-thick graphite block structure representing the temperature profile for various flow rate, (a)
along the straight flow channels (model 1) and (b) perpendicular to the serpentine flow channels’ structure (model 2). The centreline
highlights the membrane position.

Figure 5. Temperature profile of the top flow channel for the 2 -mm-thick graphite block structure for various flow rate, (a) 2 ml min−1,
(b) 5 ml min−1 and (c) 10 ml min−1.

it seems that the energy received by the top fluidic electrolyte
is transferred to the bottom block through an exchange of heat
energy between each fluid. This leads to an increase in the fluid
temperature at the end of the bottom flow channel and an indir-
ect cooling of the top fluid. Hence, it is necessary to consider
the bottom cell’s design aspects, such as the heat exchange
through the ion exchange and heat balance between the chan-
nels. By highlighting the heat exchange in the middle of the
structure, combined with the need for the battery to operate
reasonably, the option to control separately the electrolyte flow
rates and flow field architectures for top and bottom cells can
be considered.

4. Conclusion

In this work, 3D PV-integrated electrochemical flow cells are
modeled to investigate the effect of flow channel and graphite
thickness variation on the operating temperature of the struc-
ture. CFD simulations are also conducted for a range of inlet
electrolyte flow rates. Based on the results of this work, to aid
further development, we suggest a range of recommendations
that can be undertaken:

A. Thickness: As presented in this work, the simulations con-
ducted have highlighted a better operation when reducing
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the graphite thickness to 2 mm and enabling the solar
component temperature to decrease. However, consid-
ering the serpentine flow channel geometry simulated
in Model 2, the results are different, as the fluid
exchange system fails to compensate for the amount
of energy received by the solar charging component
for a low flow rate. Indeed, for each structure con-
sidered, we encourage further research to obtain a good
combination of structural parameters ensuring thermal
stability, a part of which has been investigated in
this report.

B. Electrolyte flow rate: Among the structural parameters, the
fluid flow rate must be adapted to favor a low-temperature
profile across the PV-integrated flow cell. It has been
shown that the overheating of the solar charging com-
ponent becomes significant at an inlet flow rate below
5 ml min−1, considering the graphite thickness of 2 mm.
As considered in section 3.2, a possible flow rate combin-
ation can be set up to ensure good battery operation, influ-
encing the temperature profile within the structure.

This combination of thickness and flow rate is subject
to a type of electrochemical flow cell system (e.g. type of
chemical reaction and PV device material) and the flow
channels’ geometry considered. The electrolyte flow rate
should be high enough in order to ensure heat balance
between the electrolyte fluidic field and the incoming heat
from the upper part of the structure. In addition, this para-
meter directly influences the chemical reaction in regulating
mass transfer.

Further research can be conducted to analyze the influence
of other parameters. For example, the length of the flow chan-
nels comprising the serpentine structure can be reduced. This
can result in an increase in the solar cell temperature while
keeping the temperature of the battery stable even at relatively
low flow rates.

5. Future perspectives

The technological readiness of the PV-integrated electrochem-
ical flow cell research area is still at its infancy. Recently,
many attempts have been made to realize the PEC or PV char-
ging of a homemade flow cell reactor. However, this view has
been pessimistic regarding solar rechargeable electrochemical
energy conversion technologies because it has not been diffi-
cult to demonstrate its clear advantage over the simple connec-
tion between solar PV and RFBs. As predicted in this work, the
advantage of a PV-integrated flow cell compared to a simple
combination of PV cells and batteries lies in the potential of
maximizing the conversion efficiency through active manage-
ment of external heat. The results of this work will provide
a significant stepping stone toward optimizing the flow cell’s
architectures, which can be expanded to other related elec-
trochemical energy conversion/storage technologies that use

solar energy as a common denominator, such as solar fuel
and photocatalysis.
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